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Tracklist:

Ajana Records is pleased to announce the second compilation in the chill-out serie A Magical Journey.
The Magical Journey 2 goes further where the first journey ended. Ajana Records presents a tracklist with 
mostly label artsists but also newcomers in the chill-out scene.

Starting the Journey with Electrypnose vs Ecalypt, a blend of electronic music and didgeridoo starting of in 
an ambient sphere and taking it into chill-out music. Olien from Germany surprises us with Ozeanic, 
psychedelic soundscapes on a soft rhythm. Chronos from Russia is on with Sky Path, a journey full with 
layers of emotional sounds, followed by Unstable Elements with a more mystical approach on chill-out.
Next is Atriohm, the chill-out brothers from Macedonia and they take it up a level with more percussions and 
Asian influence. The Dice Man from Capsula is a floating track with atmospheric percussion and synths. 
Procs doing it with synths only, a Fascinating Superhero trip with melodic sounds. Just after Psyfactor 
released his Endless Universe album he treats us with a long track, building up the atmosphere for a 
rhythmic high and ending in ambient spheres. Last track is a crossover from chill-out to trip-hop by Zoe 
Wheelings, this will end the journey with a happy and uplifing song.

The Magical Journey 2 represents the typical Ajana Records style and will please many ears with these new 
and well known producers.
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1.    Electrypnose vs Ecalypt - Nabuconodosor 9:13 w&p Vin 'f  le Barde and Ecalypt, Switzerland

2.    Olien – Ozeanic 7:04 w&p by Olivier Bach, Germany

3.    Chronos - Sky Path 11:25 w&p by Nick Klimenko, Russia

4.    Unstable Elements - Technical Illusions 7:15 w&p by Epifanov Andrew and Kornev Maxim, Russia

5.    Atriohm - Beyond Rituals 8:20 w&p by Aleksandar Golcev and Leonid Golcev, Macedonia

6.    Capsula - Dice Man 6:59 w&p by Yosi Shamay, Israel

7.    Procs - Fascinating Superhero 6:51 w&p by Mikael Stegman, Sweden

8.    Psyfactor - Galileo space mission 13:07 w&p by Dmitri Korablin, Russia

9.    Zoe Wheelingz - Shadow is back 6:51 w&p by Virginie Scheerens, France
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Artist profile:

We have new and known producers on this compilation.
Electrypnose is a well known producer from Switzerland, he will release his debut album soon on Ajana 
Records.
Olien is a young German producer rleasing his first chill-out track. This talented artist also produces 
psytrance for Trishula Records.
Chronos is another young Russian chill-out producer, he will release a cd later this year at Ajana Records. 
He makes typical psychedelic chill-out music and had a story telling talent in his music.
Unstable elements, young Russian poducers. 
The Atriohm brothers released track before on the Peak Records chill releases.
Capsula is the known Israeli producer Yosi Shamay, released his debut album last year at Ajana Records.
Procs is Mikael Stegman from Sweden, he released his debut album at Trishula Records and presents now 
his first chill-out track.
Psyfactor is well known, he produces chill-out/ambient and psytrance. Just after his ambient debut cd at 
Ajana Records now with another masterpiece back on the Magical Journey series.

Label profile:

Ajana Records is a sublabel of Trishula Records, A Dutch/German independent music label. Ajana is the 
name for the 6th body chakra, the third eye.

The musical spectrum ranges from psychedelic chillout and ambient to experimental downbeat music. Our 
goal is to release quality music from talented producers around the globe. Producers that have an unigue 
style and haven’t had had any or many other releases before. Ajana Records is a platform for new talent to 
get born.
We are always looking for new talents and new ways of music production.

Recent releases are the chill-out compilation “A Magical Journey” and the debut album “Frech” from German 
producer Frechbax and the beautifull chill-out release Synthesis of Reality by Capsula.
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